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Abstract
This paper gives an overview of the
ongoing FP7 project HyghTra (2010 –
2014). The HyghTra project is conducted
in a partnership between academia and
industry involving the University of Leeds
and Lingenio GmbH (company). It adopts a
hybrid and bootstrapping approach to the
enhancement of MT quality by applying
rule-based
analysis
and
statistical
evaluation techniques to both parallel and
comparable corpora in order to extract
linguistic information and enrich the lexical
and syntactic resources of the underlying
(rule-based) MT system that is used for
analysing the corpora. The project places
special emphasis on the extension of
systems to new language pairs and
corresponding rapid, automated creation of
high quality resources. The techniques are
fielded and evaluated within an existing
commercial MT environment.

1

Motivation

Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) has been
around for about 20 years, and for roughly half of
this time SMT and the 'traditional' Rule-based
Machine Translation (RBMT) have been seen as
competing paradigms. During the last decade
however, there is a trend and growing interest in
combining the two methodologies. In our approach

these
two
approaches
are
viewed
as
complementary.
Advantages of SMT are low cost and robustness,
but definite disadvantages of (pure) SMT are that it
needs huge amounts of data, which for many
language pairs are not available and are unlikely to
become available in the future. Also, SMT tends to
disregard important classificatory knowledge (such
as morphosyntactic, categorical and lexical class
features), which can be provided and used
relatively
easily
within
non-statistical
representations.
On the other hand, advantages of RBMT are that
its (grammar and lexical) rules and information are
understandable by humans and can be exploited for
a lot of applications outside of translation
(dictionaries, text understanding, dialogue systems,
etc.).
The slot grammar approach used in Lingenio
systems (cf. McCord 1989, Eberle 2001) is a
prime example of such linguistically rich
representations that can be used for a number of
different applications. Fig.1 shows this by a
visualization of (an excerpt of) the entry for the
ambiguous German verb einstellen in the database
that underlies (a)
the Lingenio translation
products, where it links up with corresponding set
of the transfer rules, and (b) Lingenio’s dictionary
product TranslateDict, which is primarily intended
for human translators.
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Fig 1 a) data base entry einstellen
('translation' represents links between SL and T entries)

Fig 1 b) product entry einstellen
The obvious disadvantages of RBMT are high cost,
weaknesses in dealing with incorrect input and in
making correct choices with respect to ambiguous
words, structures, and transfer equivalents.
SMT output is often surprisingly good with respect
to short distance collocations, but often misses
correct choices are missed in cases where
selectional restrictions take effect on distant words.
RBMT output is generally good if the parser
assigns the correct analysis to a sentence and if the
target words can be correctly chosen from the set
of alternatives. However, in the presence of
ambiguous words and structures, and where
linguistic information is lacking, the decisions may
be wrong.
Given the complementarity of SMT and RBMT
and their very different strengths and weaknesses,
we take a view that an optimized MT architecture
must comprise elements of both paradigms. The
key issue therefore lies in the identification of such
elements and how to connect them to each other.
We propose a specific type of hybrid translation –
hybrid high quality translation (HyghTra), where
core RBMT systems are created and enhanced by a
range of reliable statistical techniques.

Development Methodology

Many hybrid systems described in the literature
have attempted to put some analytical abstraction
on top of an SMT kernel.1 In our view this is not
the best option because, according to the
underlying philosophy, SMT is linguistically
ignorant at the beginning and learns all linguistic
rules automatically from corpora. However, the
extracted information is typically represented in
huge data sets which are not readable by humans in
a natural way. This means that this type of
architecture does not easily provide interfaces for
incorporating linguistic knowledge in a canonical
and simple way.
Thus we approach the problem from the other end,
, integrating information derived from corpora
using statistical methods into RBMT systems.
Provided the underlying RBMT systems are
linguistically sound and sufficiently modular in
structure, we believe this to have greater potential
for generating high quality output.
We currently use and carry out the following work
plan:
(I) Creation of MT systems
(with rule-based core MT information and
statistical extension and training):
(a) We start out with declarative analysis and
generation components of the considered
languages, and with basic bilingual dictionaries
connecting to one another the entries of relatively
small vocabularies comprising the most frequent
words of each language in a given translation pair
(cf. Fig 1 a).
(b) Having completed this phase, we extend the
dictionaries and train the analysis-, transfer- and
generation-components of the rule-based core
systems using monolingual and bilingual corpora.

1

A prominent early example is Frederking and
colleagues (Frederking & Nirenburg, 1994). For an
overview of hybrid MT till the late nineties see Streiter
et al. (1999). More recent approaches include Groves &
Way (2006a, 2006b). Commercial implementations
include AppTek (http://www.apptek.com) and Language
Weaver (http://www.languageweaver.com). An ongoing
MT important project investigating hybrid methods is
EuroMatrixPlus (http://www.euromatrixplus.net/)
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(II) Error detection and improvement cycle:
(a) We automatically discover the most frequent
problematic grammatical constructions and
multiword expressions for commercial RBMT and
SMT systems using automatic construction-based
evaluation as proposed in (Babych and Hartley,
2009) and develop a framework for fixing
corresponding grammar rules and extending
grammatical coverage of the systems in a semiautomatic way. This shortens development time for
commercial MT and contributes to yielding
significantly higher translation quality.
(III) Extension to other languages:
Structural similarity and translation by pivot
languages is used to obtain extension to further
languages:
High-quality translation between closely related
languages (e.g., Russian and Ukrainian or
Portuguese and Spanish) can be achieved with
relatively simple resources (using linguistic
similarity, but also homomorphism assumptions
with respect to parallel text, if available), while
greater efforts are put into ensuring better-quality
translation between more distant languages (e.g.
German and Russian). According to our prior
research (Babych et al., 2007b) the pipeline
between languages of different similarity results in
improved translation quality for a larger number of
language pairs (e.g., MT from Portuguese or
Ukrainian into German is easier if there are highquality analysis and transfer modules for Spanish
and Russian into German (respectively). Of course,
(III) draws heavily on the detailed analysis and MT
systems that the industrial partner in HyghTra
provides for a number of languages.
In the following sections we give more details of
the work currently done with regard to (I) and with
regard to parts of (II): the creation of a new MT
system following the strategy sketched. We cannot
go further into detail with (II) and (III) here, which
will become a priority for future research.

3

Creation of a new system

Early pilot studies covering some aspects of the
strategy described here (using information from
pivot languages and similarity) showed promising
results (Rapp, 1999; Rapp & Martín Vide, 2007;
see also Koehn & Knight, 2002).

We expect that the proposed semi-automatic
creation of a new MT system as sketched above
will work best if one of the two languages involved
is already 'known' by modules to which the system
has access. Against the background of the pipeline
approach mentioned above in (III), this means that
we assume an analysis and translation system that
continuously grows by 'learning' new languages
where 'learning' is facilitated by information about
the languages already 'known' and by exploiting
similarity assumptions – and, of course, by being
fed with information prepared and provided by the
human 'companion' of the system.
From this perspective, we assume the following
steps of extending the system (with work done by
the 'companion' and work done by the system)
1. Acquire parallel and comparable corpora.
2. Define a core of the morphology of the new
language and compile a basic dictionary for the
most frequent words and translations.
Morphological representations and features for
new languages are derived both manually and
automatically, as proposed in (Babych et al.,
2012 (in preparation)).
3. Using established alignment technology (e.g.
Giza++) and parallel corpora, generate a first
extension of this dictionary.
4. Expand the dictionary of step 3 using
comparable corpora as proposed in a study by
Rapp (1999). This is applicable mainly to single
word units.
5. Expand coverage of multiword-units using
novel technology.
6. Cross-validate the new dictionary with respect
to available ones by transitivity.
7. Integrate the new dictionary into the new MT
system as developing from reusing components
and adding new components as in 8.
8. Complete morphology and spell out declarative
analysis and generation grammar for the new
language.
9. Automatically evaluate the translations of the
most frequent grammatical constructions and
multiword expressions in a machine-translated
corpus, prioritising support for these
constructions with a type of risk-assessment
framework proposed in Babych and Hartley
(2008).
10. Extend support for high-priority constructions
semi-automatically
by
mining
correct
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translations from parallel corpora.
11. Train and evaluate the new grammar and
transfer of the new MT system using the new
dictionary on the basis of available parallel
corpora.
The following sections give an overview of the
different steps.
Step 1: Acquire parallel and comparable
corpora
As our parallel corpus, we use the Europarl. The
size of the current version is up to 40 million
words per language, and several of the languages
we are currently considering are covered. Also, we
make use of other parallel corpora such as the
Canadian Hansards (Proceedings of the Canadian
Parliament) for the English–French language pair.
For non-EU Languages (mainly Russian), we
intend to conduct a pilot study to establish the
feasibility of retrieving parallel corpora from the
web, a problem for which various approaches have
been proposed (Resnik, 1999; Munteanu & Marcu,
2005; Wu & Fung, 2005).
In addition to the parallel corpora, we will need
large monolingual corpora in the future (at least
200 million words) for each of the six languages.
Here, we intend to use newspaper corpora
supplemented with text collections downloadable
from the web.
The corpora are stored in a database that allows
for assigning analyses of different depth and nature
to the sentences and for alignment between the
sentences and their analyses. The architecture of
this database and the corresponding analysis and
evaluation frontend is described in (Eberle et al
2010, 2012). Section Results contains examples of
such representations.
Step 2: Compile a basic dictionary for the most
frequent words
A prerequisite of the suggested hybrid approach
with rule-based kernel is to define morphological
classifications for the new language(s). This is
done exploiting similarities to the classifications as
available for the existing languages. Currently, this
has been carried out for Dutch (on the basis of
German) and for Spanish (on the basis of
French/other Romance languages). The most
frequent words (the basic vocabulary of a

language) are typically also the most ambiguous
ones. Since the Lingenio systems are lexically
driven transfer systems (cf. Eberle 2001), we
define (a) structural conditions, which inform the
choice of the possible target words (single words
or multiword expressions) and (b)restructuring
conditions, as necessary (cf. Fig 1 a: attributes
'transfer conditions' and 'structural change'). In
order to ensure quality this must be done by human
lexicographers and therefore costly for a large
dictionary. However, we manually create only very
small basic dictionaries and extend these (semiautomatically) step 3 and those which follow.
Some important morphosyntactic features of the
language are derived from a monolingual corpus
annotated with publicly available part-of-speech
taggers and lemmatisers. However, these tools
often do not explicitly represent linguistic features
needed for the generation stage in RBMT. In
(Babych et al., 2012) we propose a systematic
approach to recovering such missing generationoriented representations from grammar models and
statistical combinatorial properties of annotated
features.
Step 3: Generating dictionary extensions from
parallel corpora
Based on parallel corpora, dictionaries can be
derived using established techniques of automatic
sentence alignment and word alignment. For
sentence alignment, the length-based Gale &
Church aligner (1993) can be used, or –
alternatively – Dan Melamed’s GSA-algorithm
(Geometric Sentence Alignment; Melamed, 1999).
For segmentation of text we use corresponding
Lingenio-tools (unpublished).2
For word alignment Giza++ (Och & Ney, 2003) is
the standard tool. Given a word alignment, the
extraction of a (SMT) dictionary is relatively
straightforward. With the exception of sentence
segmentation, these algorithms are largely
language independent and can be used for all of the
languages that we consider. We did this for a
number of language pairs on the basis of the
2

If these cannot be applied because of lack of
information about a language, we intend to use the
algorithm by Kiss & Strunk (2006). An open-source
implementation of parts of the Kiss & Strunk algorithm
is
available
from
Patrick
Tschorn
at
http://www.denkselbst.de/sentrick/index.html.
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Europarl-texts considered (as stored in our
database). In order to optimize the results we use
the dictionaries of step 1 as set of cognates (cf.
Simard at al 1992, Gough & Way 2004), as well as
other words easily obtainable from the internet that
can be used for this purpose (like company names
and other named entities with cross-language
identity and terminology translations). Using the
morphology component of the new language and
the categorial information from the transfer
relation, we compute the basic forms of the
inflected words found. Later, we intend to further
improve the accuracy of word alignment by
exploiting chunk type syntactic information of the
narrow context of the words (cf. Eberle & Rapp
2008). An early stage variant of this is already used
in Lingenio products. The corresponding function
AutoLearn<word> extracts new word relations on
the basis of existing dictionaries and (partial)
syntactic analyses. (Fig 2 gives an example).

Fig 2 AutoLearn<word>: new entries using
transfer links and syntactic analysis
Given the relatively small size of the available
parallel corpora, we expect that the automatically
generated dictionaries will comprise about 20,000
entries each (This corresponds to first results on
the basis of German↔English). This is far too
small for a serious general purpose MT system.
Note that, in comparison, the English↔German
dictionary used in the current Lingenio MT
product comprises more than 480,000 keywords
and phrases.
Step 4: Expanding dictionaries
comparable corpora (word equations)

using

In order to expand the dictionaries using a set of
monolingual comparable corpora, the basic
approach pioneered by Fung & McKeown (1997)
and Rapp (1995, 1999) is to be further developed
and refined in the second phase of the project as to

obtain a practical tool that can be used in an
industrial context.
The basic assumption underlying the approach
is that across languages there is a correlation
between the co-occurrences of words that are
translations of each other. If – for example – in a
text of one language two words A and B co-occur
more often than expected by chance, then in a text
of another language those words that are
translations of A and B should also co-occur more
frequently than expected. It is further assumed that
a small dictionary (as generated in step 2) is
available at the beginning, and that the aim is to
expand this basic lexicon. Using a corpus of the
target language, first a co-occurrence matrix is
computed whose rows are all word types occurring
in the corpus and whose columns are all target
words appearing in the basic lexicon. Next a word
of the source language is considered whose
translation is to be determined. Using the sourcelanguage corpus, a co-occurrence vector for this
word is computed. Then all known words in this
vector are translated to the target language. As the
basic lexicon is small, only some of the
translations are known. All unknown words are
discarded from the vector and the vector positions
are sorted in order to match the vectors of the
target-language matrix. Using standard measures
for vector similarity, the resulting vector is
compared to all vectors in the co-occurrence
matrix of the target language. The vector with the
highest similarity is considered to be the
translation of our source-language word.
From a previous pilot study (Rapp, 1999) it can
be expected that this methodology achieves an
accuracy in the order of 70%, which means that
only a relatively modest amount of manual postediting is required.
The automatically generated results are
improved and the amount of post-editing is
reduced by exploiting sense (disambiguation)
information as available from the analysis
component for the 'known' language of the new
language pair.. Also we try to exploit categorial
and underspecified syntactic information of the
contexts of the words similar to what has been
suggested for improving word alignment in the
previous step (see also Fig.2). Also, as the frequent
words are already covered by the basic lexicon
(whose production from parallel corpora on the
basis of a manually compiled kernel does not show
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an ambiguity problem of similar significance), and
as experience shows that most low frequency
words in a full-size lexicon tend to be
unambiguous, the ambiguity problem is reduced
further for the words investigated and extracted by
this comparison method.
Step 5: Expanding dictionaries
comparable corpora (multiword units)

using

In order to account for technical terms, idioms,
collocations, and typical short phrases, an
important feature of an MT lexicon is a high
coverage of multiword units. Very recent work
conducted at the University of Leeds (Sharoff et
al., 2006) shows that dictionary entries for such
multiword units can be derived from comparable
corpora if a dictionary of single words is available.
It could even be shown that this methodology can
be superior to deriving multiword-units from
parallel corpora (Babych et al., 2007). This is a
major breakthrough as comparable corpora are far
easier to acquire than parallel corpora. It even
opens up the possibility of building domainspecific dictionaries by using texts from different
domains.
The outline of the algorithm is as follows:
• Extract collocations from a corpus of the
source language (Smadja, 1993)
• To translate a collocation, look up all its
words using any dictionary
• Generate all possible permutations
(sequences) of the word translations
• Count the occurrence frequencies of these
sequences in a corpus of the target
language and test for significance
• Consider the most significant sequence to
be the translation of the source language
collocation
Of course, in later steps of the project, we will
experiment on filtering these sequences by
exploiting structural knowledge similarly to what
was described in the two previous steps. This can
be obtained on the basis of the declarative analysis
component of the new language which is
developed in parallel.
Step 6: Cross-validate dictionaries
The combination of the corpus-based methods for
automatic dictionary generation as described in
steps 3 to 5 will lead to high coverage dictionaries

as the availability of very large monolingual
corpora is no major problem for our languages.
However, as all steps are error prone, it can be
expected that a considerable number of dictionary
entries (e.g. 50%) are not correct. To facilitate (but
not eliminate) the manual verification of the
dictionary, we will perform an automatic crosscheck which utilizes the dictionaries’ property of
transitivity. What we mean by this is that if we
have two dictionaries, one translating from
language A to language B, the other from language
B to language C, then we can also translate from
language A to C by use of the intermediate
language (or interlingua) B. That is, the property of
transitivity, although having some limitations due
to ambiguity problems, can be exploited to
automatically generate a raw dictionary for A to C.
Lingenio has some experience with this method
having exploited it for extending and improving its
English ↔ French dictionaries using French ↔
German and German ↔ English.
As the corpus-based approach (steps 3 to 5)
allows us to also generate this type of dictionary
via comparable corpora, we have two different
ways to generate a dictionary for a particular
language pair. This means that we can validate one
with the other. Furthermore, with increasing
number of language pairs created, there are more
and more languages that can serve as interlingua or
'pivot': This, step by step, gives an increasing
potential for mutual cross-validation.
Specific attention will be paid to automating as
far as possible the creation of selectional
restrictions to be assigned to the transfer relations
of the new dictionaries in all steps of dictionary
creation (2–6). We will try to do this on the basis
of the analysis components as available for the
languages considered: These are: a completely
worked out analysis component for the 'old'
language, a declarative (chunk parsing) component
for the new one (compare the two following steps
for this).
Step 7: Integrate dictionaries in existing
machine translation systems
Lingenio has a relatively rich infrastructure for
automatic importation of various kinds of lexical
information into the database used by the analyses
and translation systems. If necessary the
information on hand (for instance from
conventional dictionaries of publishing houses) is
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completed and normalized during or before
importation. This may be executed completely
automatically – by using the existing analyses
components and resources respectively as
databases – or interactively – by asking the
lexicographer for additional information, if needed.
For example, there may be a list of multiword
expressions to be imported into the database. In
order to have available correct syntactic and
semantic information for these expressions, they
are analysed by the parser of the corresponding
language. From the analysis found, the information
necessary to describe the new lemma in the lexicon
with respect to semantic type and syntactic
structure is obtained. The same information is used
to automatically create correct restructuring
constraints for translation relations which use the
new lemma as target. If the parser does not find a
sound syntactic description, for example because
some basic information or the expression is
missing in the lexical database, the lexicographer is
asked for the missing information or is handed
over the expression to code it manually.
Using these tools importation of new lexical
information, as provided in the previous steps, is
considerably accelerated.
Step 8: Compile rule bases for new language
pairs
Although experience clearly shows that
construction and maintenance of the dictionaries is
by far the most expensive task in (rule-based)
Machine Translation, the grammars (analysis and
generation) must of course be developed and
maintained also. Lingenio has longstanding
experience with the development of grammars,
dictionaries and all other components of RBMT.
The used grammar formalism (slot grammar,
cf. McCord 1991) is unification based and its
structuring focuses on dependency, where phrases
are analysed into heads and grammatical roles – so
called (complement and adjunct) slots.
The grammar formalism and basic rule types
are designed in a very general way in order to
allow good portability from one language to
another such that spelling out the declarative part
of a grammar does not take very much time (2-4
person months approx. for relatively similar
languages like Romance languages according to
our experience). The portation of linguistic rules to
new languages is also facilitated by the modular

design with clearly defined interfaces that make it
relatively straightforward to integrate information
from corpora.
Given a parallel corpus as acquired in step 1,
the following procedure defines grammar development:
1. Define a declarative grammar for the new
language and train this grammar on the parallel
-corpus according to the following steps:
2. Use a chunk parser for the grammar on the
basis of an efficient part-of-speech tagger for
the new language.
3. Combine the chunk analyses of the sentence,
according to suggestions for packed syntactic
structures (cf. Schiehlen 2001 and others) and
underspecified
representation
structures
respectively (cf. Eberle, 2004, and others),
such that the result represents a disjunction of
the possible analyses of the sentence.
4. Filter the alternatives of the representation by
using mapping constraints between source and
target sentence as can be computed from the
lexical transfer relations and the structural
analysis of the sentence. For instance, if we
know, as in the example of the last section, that
in the source sentence there is a relative clause
with lexical elements A, B, . . . modifying a
head H and that there are translations TH, TA,
TB, . . . of H, A, B,. . . , in the target sentence
which, among other possibilities, can be
supposed to stand in a similar structural
relation there, then we prefer this relation to
the competing structural possibilities. (Fig. 3 in
section results shows the corresponding
selection for a German-Spanish example in the
project database).
5. For each of the remaining structural
possibilities of the thus revised underspecified
representation, take its lexical material and
underspecified structuring as a context for its
successful firing. For instance, if the
possibility is left that O is the direct object of
VP, where VP is an underspecified verbal
phrase and O an underspecified nominal
phrase (i.e. where details of the substructuring
are not spelled out), take the sentence as a
reference for direct object complementation
and O and VP as contexts which accept this
complementation.
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6. Develop more abstract conditions from the
conditions learned according to (5) and
integrate the different cases.
7. Tune the results using standard methods of
corpus-based linguistics. Among other things
this means: Distinguish between training and
test corpora, adjust weights according to the
results of test runs, etc.
The basic idea of the proposed learning procedure
is similar to that used with respect to learning
lexical transfer relations: Do not define the
statistical model for the ’ignorant’ state, where the
surface items of the bilingual corpora are
considered. Instead, define it for appropriate
maximally abstract analyses of the sentences
(which, of course, must be available
automatically), because, then, much smaller sets of
data will do. Here, the important question is: What
is the most abstract level of representation that can
be reached automatically and which shows reliable
results? We think that it is the level of
underspecified syntactic description as used in the
procedure above.
The result of training the grammar is a set of
rules which assign weights and contexts to each
filler rule of the declarative grammar and thus
allow to estimate how likely it is that a particular
rule is applied in a particular context in comparison
with other rules (Fig. 4 and 5 in section results
give an overview of the relevance of grammar
rules and their triggering conditions w.r.t.
German).
We mentioned that the task of translating texts
into each other does not presuppose that each
ambiguity in a source sentence is resolved. On the
contrary, translation should be ambiguity
preserving (cf. Kay, Gawron & Norvig 1994,
compare the example above). It is obvious that
underspecified syntactic representations as
suggested here are also especially suited for
preserving ambiguities appropriately.
Step 9: Automatically evaluate translations of
the most frequent grammatical constructions
and multiword expressions in a machinetranslated corpus
In a later work package of the project, we will run
a large parallel corpus through available
(competitive) MT engines, which will be enhanced
by automatic dictionaries developed during the

previous stages. On the source-language side of the
corpus we will automatically generate lists of
frequent multiword expressions (MWEs) and
grammatical constructions using the methodology
proposed in (Sharoff et al., 2006). For each of the
identified MWEs and constructions we will
generate a parallel concordance using open-source
CSAR architecture developed by the Leeds team
(Sharoff, 2006). The concordance will be
generated by running queries to the sentencealigned parallel corpora and will return lists of
corresponding sentences from gold-standard
human translations and corresponding sentences
generated by MT. Each of these concordances will
be automatically evaluated using standard MT
evaluation metrics, such as BLEU. Under these
settings parallel concordances will be used as
standard MT evaluation corpora in an automated
MT evaluation scenario.
Normally BLEU gives reliable results for MT
corpora over 7000 words. However, in (Babych
and Hartley, 2009; Babych and Hartley, 2008) we
demonstrated that if the corpus is constructed in
this controlled way, where evaluated fragments of
sentences are selected as local contexts for specific
multiword
expressions
or
grammatical
constructions, then BLEU scores have another
“island of stability” for much smaller corpora,
which now may consist of only five or more
aligned concordance lines. This concordance-based
evaluation scenario gives correct predictions of
translation quality for the local context of each of
the evaluated expressions.
The scores for the evaluated MWEs and
constructions will be put in a risk-assessment
framework, where we will balance the frequency
of constructions and their translation quality. The
top priority receive the most frequent expressions
that are the most problematic ones for a particular
MT engine, i.e., with queries with lowest BLEU
scores for their concordances. This framework will
allow MT developers to work down the priority list
and correct or extend coverage for those
constructions which will have the biggest impact
on MT quality.
Step 10: Extend support for high-priority
constructions semi-automatically by mining
correct translations from parallel corpora
At this stage we will automate the procedure of
correcting errors and extending coverage for
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problematic
MWEs
and
grammatical
constructions, identified in Step 9. For this we will
exploit alignment between source-language
sentences and gold-standard human translations. In
the target human translations we will identify
linguistically-motivated multiword expressions,
e.g., using part-of-speech patterns or tf-idf
distribution templates (Babych et al., 2007) and
run standard alignment tools (e.g., GIZA++) for
finding the most probable candidate MWEs that
correspond to the problematic source-language
expressions. Source and target MWEs paired in
this way will form the basis for automaticallygenerated grammar rules. The rules will normally
generalise several pairs of MWEs, and may be
underspecified for certain lexical or morphological
features. Later such rules will be manually checked
and corrected by language specialists in MT
development teams that work on specific
translation directions.
This procedure will allow to speed up the grammar
development procedure for large-scale MT projects
and will focus on grammatical constructions with
the highest impact on MT quality, establishing
them as a top priority for MT developers. In
HyghTra and with respect to the languages
considered there, this procedure will be integrated
into the grammar development and optimization of
step 8, in particular it will be related to step 4 of
the procedure sketched there. With regard to
integration, we aim at an interleaved architecture in
the long run.

The basic dictionaries have been compiled
manually (Dutch) or extracted from a conventional
electronic dictionary (translateDict Spanish).
For a subset of the Spanish corpus (reference
sentences of the grammar, parts of the open source
Leeds corpus (Sharoff, 2006), and Europarl),
syntactic analyses have been computed and stored
in the database. As the number of analyses grows
extremely with the length of sentences, only
relatively short sentences (up to 15 words) have
been considered. These analyses are currently
compared to the analyses of the German
translations of the corresponding sentences (one
translation per sentence), which are taken as a kind
of 'gold' standard as the German analysis
component (as part of the translation products) has
proven to be sufficiently reliable. On the basis of
the comparison a preference on the competitive
analyses of the Spanish sentence is entailed and
used for defining a statistical evaluation
component for the Spanish grammar. Fig.3 shows
the corresponding representations in the database
for the sentence Aumenta la demana de energía
eléctrica por la ola de calor3 and its translation die
Nachfrage nach Strom steigt wegen der
Hitzewelle/the demand for electricity increases
because of the heat-wave.

Step 11: Bootstrap the system
In Step 11, the new grammar and the transfer of
the new MT system and the new dictionary may be
mutually trained further using the steps before and
applying the system to additional corpora.

4

Results

Declarative slot grammars for Dutch and Spanish
have been developed using the patterns of German
and French – where declarative means that there
has been used no relevant semantic or other
information in order to spell out weighting or
filters for rule application -- the only constraint
being morphosyntactic accessibility. The necessary
morphological information has been adapted
similarly from the corresponding model languages.

Fig.3 Selection of analyses via correspondences
(prefer first Spanish analysis because of subj-congruity)

The analyses are associated with the corresponding
creation protocols, which are structured lists whose
items describe, via the identifiers, which rule has
been applied when and to what structures in the
process of creating the analysis. From the selection
of a best analysis for a sentence, we can entail the
circumstances under which the application of
particular rules are preferred. This has been carried
3

Sentence taken from the online newspaper El Día de
Concepción del Uruguay
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out - not yet for the 'new' language Spanish, but for
the 'known' language German, in order to obtain a
measure about how correctly the existing grammar
evaluation component can be replaced by the
results of the corresponding statistical study.

Fig.4 Frequency of applications of rules

cluster
similarity feas mod
feas head
applications
383, 384,..
0,86
sent, ... emosentaffv,..
557,558,566,..
0,68
denselb,..
gebv, ...

Fig.5 Preliminary constraints related to grammar
rule clusters
Fig.4 shows the distribution of rule usages within
the training set of analyses (of approx.30.000
sentences). 390 different rules were used with a
total of 133708 rule applications. The subject rule
(383) and the noun determiner rule (46) the most
used rules (35% of all applications). Fig 5.
illustrates the preliminary results of a clustering
algorithm where different rule applications are
grouped into clusters and the key features of the
head and modifier phrases for each cluster are
extracted.
Currently, we try to determine further and tare
the linguistic features and the weighting which
models best the evaluation for German. (The gold
standard that is used in this test is the set of
analyses mentioned above). The investigations are
not yet completed, but preliminary results on the
basis of the morphosyntactic and semantic
properties of the neighboring elements are
promising. After consolidation, the findings will be
transferred to Spanish on the basis of the selection
procedure illustrated in Fig. 3. The next step of
grammar training in the immediate future will
consist of changing the focus to underspecified
analyses as described in step 8

5

Conclusions

The project tries to make state-of-the-art statistical
methods available for dictionary development and
grammar development for a rule-based dominated
industrial setting and to exploit such methods
there.
With regard to SMT dictionary creation, it goes
beyond the current state of the art as it also aims at
developing and applying algorithms for the semiautomatic generation of bilingual dictionaries from
unrelated monolingual (i.e., comparable) corpora
of the source and the target language, instead of
using relatively literally translated (i.e., parallel)
texts only. Comparable corpora are far easier to
obtain than parallel corpora. Therefore the
approach offers a solution to the serious data
acquisition bottleneck in SMT. This approach is
also more cognitively plausible than previous
suggestions on this topic, since human bilinguality
is normally not based on memorizing parallel texts.
Our suggestion models human capacity to translate
texts using linguistic knowledge acquired from
monolingual data, so it also exemplifies many
more features of a truly self-learning MT system
(shared also by a human translator).
In addition, the proposal suggests a new
method for spelling out grammars and parsers for
languages by splitting grammars into declarative
kernels and trainable decision algorithms and by
exploiting
cross-linguistic
knowledge
for
optimizing the results of the corresponding parsers.
For developing different components and
dictionaries for the system a bootstrapping
architecture is suggested that uses the acquired
lexical information for training the grammar of the
new language, which in turn uses the
(underspecified) parser results for optimizing the
lexical information in the corresponding translation
dictionaries. We expect that the suggested methods
significantly improve translation quality and
reduce the costs of creating new language pairs for
Machine Translation. The preliminary results
obtained so far in the project appear promising.
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